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Painting, 25, 117, 209, 211.
Panel length, most economic, 33, 123, 128.
   of top chord, exact, 176.
Pile-driver, 198.
Pilot nuts, 84.
Pin bearing, 21, 77, 93.
Pine lumber, 6, 23, 24.
Pin holes, 21.
Pin pilots, 84.
Pins, proportioning of, 76, 85.
   steel, 81, 83.
   working bending-moments, etc., for, Table xii.
Plant, 197.
Plate girders, 7, 19, 71.
Pony trusses, 7, 123.
Portal-strut connection, 99, 143.
Portal struts, 52, 54, 61, 65; Table xxv.
Posts, 9, 40, 41, 43, 45, 46, 59, 64, 133.
Posts, hand rail, 23, 67.
Post sections, 11, 58.
Practical method of pin proportioning, 85.
Preliminary order bill, 183.
Proportioning of batter braces, 63, 132.
   of beam-hanger plates, 101.
   of beam hangers, 75.
   of bottom chords, 52, 66, 128.
   of brackets, 103, 148.
   of built floor beams, 68.
   of chord bars, 62, 66, 128.
   of counters, 50, 127, 130.
   of details, 75, 86, 93, 136.
   of end lower lateral struts, 65, 135.
   of expansion rollers, 103, 141.
   of falsework, 198.
   of floor system, 67.
   of hip connection, 95, 135.
   of intermediate strut connection, 98, 144.
   of intermediate struts, 65.
   of joists, 67.
   of knee braces or knees, 103, 148.
   of lateral rods, 14, 61.
   of lateral-strut connection, 99, 103, 143, 145.
   of lateral struts, 65, 65.
   of lateral systems, 60.
   of lower end of posts, 96, 142.
   of lower lateral struts, 65, 133.
   of middle of post connection, 96.
   of pins, 76, 85.
   of portal-strut connection, 99, 143.
   of portal struts, 61, 65.
   of posts, 64, 133.
   of re-enforcing plates, 93, 96.
   of rivets, 91.
   of rolled beams, 71.
   of rollers, 103, 141; Tables xxxiv., xxxv.
   of shoes, 97, 140.
   of side bracing, 71.
   of sway bracing, 61.
   of top-chord connection, 94, 129.
   of top chords, 63, 128.
   of trussed beams, 109.
   of upper end of post connection, 95, 145.
   of upper lateral-strut connection, 98, 143.
   of upper lateral struts, 61.
   of vibration-rod connection, 98, 105.
   of vibration rods, 61.
Proportions for bars, best, 79, 80, 89.
Proposal, form of, 166.

Quality of workmanship, 25, 166.

Ratio of width to depth of bars, 79, 88.
Recording of measurements, 180–182.
Reduction of ends of pins, 82.
Re-enforcing plates, 16, 93, 96, 142.
Rivet heads, 90, 150; Table xxix.
Riveting, field, 24, 92, 125.
   rules for, 17, 90.

Rivets, bending-moments, etc., for, Tables xxxvi., xxxvii.
   bill of, 151, 190, 192.
   countersunk, 91.
   diameters of, 15, 90.
   in flanges of beams, 20, 107.
Rivet spacing, 18, 20, 107, 181.
Roadway, clear, 6.
Rods, equivalent lengths for upper ends,
   etc., 115.
Roller plates, 16, 104, 146.
Rollers, 21, 103, 141.
Rules for riveting, 17, 90.